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Abstract
The goal of the Arduino Electric Field Change Meter (Arduino EFM or AEFM) project
is to produce a low-cost electric field change meter (EFCM) for studying lightning. An
Arduino Mega controls the sensor and stores the data to an attached SD card at a sample
rate of 19 kHz. Data is sampled continuously during the operation of the sensor. AEFM uses
a sensing electrode plate to measure VLF waves created by lightning in order to study
radiated electric field changes with time. AEFM is also portable and battery-powered to
enhance sensor flexibility. The overall sensor design is similar to contemporary EFCMs, but
a fraction of the cost and size. A reduced sensor cost has a variety of benefits, including
increased array densities, ease of establishing a basic EFCM network, increasing the
accuracy and robustness of existing networks, education and outreach opportunities for
building sensors, and more. The trade-off for this lower cost is reduced precision data than
more expensive systems due to limited sampling speed and dynamic range. Despite this
tradeoff, AEFM is a low-cost instrument capable of furthering lightning research and can be
used as a tool to introduce people to weather research at many levels. A prototype Arduino
EFM with a working data acquisition system (DAQ) was originally developed in order to
show the viability of using microcontrollers in EFCMs. Using the antenna and analog signal
components from HAMMA, a robust EFCM at UAH, the Arduino was shown to be a capable
DAQ for these instruments. Further research was done to create a smaller, batteryoperated sensing-end for the Arduino EFM in order to further decrease cost and increase
portability. Although the new analog-end still needs further development to be a robust
research tool, early results of both the Arduino DAQ and newer analog-end are promising
and show that microcontroller sensors could be highly useful for future lightning research.
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Introduction
Lightning is one of the most common and most dangerous severe weather
phenomena. In a given year, the tens of millions of lightning flashes in the US alone cause
over 240,000 injuries and deaths (NSSL) and billions of dollars in damages to property
(Rakov and Uman 2007). Lightning strikes can start wildfires, burn homes, disrupt
electrical grids, kill people and livestock, and more. Given the dramatic dangers and
damage of these powerful electrical discharges, there is a strong desire to study lightning. A
better understanding of the physics behind the phenomenon would allow us to better
predict when and where lightning will occur and design structures better suited to keeping
people and property safe. Physical understandings and breakthroughs ultimately require
data, and data requires instrumentation. There are primarily four types of sensors
currently used to measure lightning and atmospheric electricity (Cummins and Murphy
2009). There are satellites that measure the energy emitted by lightning flashes from
above, VHF sensors that detect high-frequency radiation emitted by lightning strokes,
electric field mills that measure the overall electric field at a given moment, and electric
field change meters that measure electric field changes due to electrical discharges. Out of
these four, electric field change meters (EFCMs) will be the focus of this project and paper.
The overall process of how EFCMs work is fairly straightforward. When lightning
discharges, the charge accelerating through the atmosphere radiates an electric field. This
radiated electric field generates a charge on the metal plate of the sensor. The sensor then
uses a series of operational amplifier circuits, detailed later on, to convert the charge from
the plate into a voltage. The voltage is then sent into an analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
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and the charge on the plate is brought back to ground or neutral so the sensor is ready to
detect the next lightning stroke. The ADC takes the voltage produced by the amplifier
circuit and converts it into a digital number value, which a data acquisition system (DAQ)
attached to the ADC then reads and stores in various ways. This general sensor design is
very well proven and has been around for decades (Kitagawa and Brook 1960) with only
minor differences as technology has improved, producing years of plentiful lightning data.
An EFCM has been in operation at the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) as well.
The Huntsville Area Marx Meter Array (HAMMA) is an array of EFCMs operated by Dr.
Phillip Bitzer centered on the UAH campus (Bitzer 2011). EFCM data has been used in a
large variety of lightning research topics, including validating satellite measurements of
lightning, bettering our understanding of lightning charge and structure, studying how
lightning relates to wildfires, relating lightning frequency to storm intensity and conditions,
and more. EFCM data can provide detailed information about lightning timing, location,
strength, and structure when the sensors are deployed in an array. However, the detail of
the data and reliability of these sensors comes at a cost. For example, a HAMMA sensor
costs thousands of dollars to build, and there are typically 12-16 sensors that are built and
deployed in an array each generation of instrument. These high costs make getting
lightning data detailed enough for breakthroughs costly to obtain. Given the usefulness of
these sensors, reducing their high cost is thus of great interest to the field of lightning
science and society.
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Often, the most expensive part of EFCM sensors is their DAQ, as significant
computing power is needed to store the high resolution, high sample rate lightning data.
Thus, reducing the cost of the DAQ will have the greatest impact on reducing the overall
sensor cost. Thankfully, there is a way to significantly reduce the cost of DAQs by using
microcontrollers. A microcontroller unit (MCU) is essentially a small, inexpensive
computer. The three most popular MCUs on the market, the Raspberry Pi, BeagleBone, and
Arduino, all typically contain a central processing unit, long- and short-term memory,
multiple easy to access digital and analog signal pins, and an ADC. If higher capacity longterm storage and a method for keeping accurate time are added to these MCUs, all of the
components necessary for a DAQ are present. Thus, with the proper boards and work, an
MCU should be able to act as a DAQ for an EFCM. Since MCUs are at least an order of
magnitude cheaper than the PC units currently used in EFCM DAQs, being able to use MCUs
instead of costly PC units would have a significant impact on overall sensor cost. A lower
DAQ price would allow for many more sensors to be built for the same cost, leading to
denser arrays providing more detailed lightning data. More detailed and simply more data
would allow for many advances in lightning science. Although MCUs are promising for
creating low-cost sensors, the price of MCUs does come with trade-offs. In order to be an
order of magnitude cheaper than current computing units in EFCMs, MCUs have
significantly slower processing units and less memory than current DAQ PC units.
The primary goal of the Arduino Electric Field Change Meter (Arduino EFM or
AEFM) project was initially to see if MCUs could be a viable replacement for current EFCM
DAQs given their lower computing abilities compared to contemporary PC units. For this
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research purpose, an Arduino MCU was chosen as they are very user-friendly, are easy to
set-up for prototyping, and significant online support and resources are available. Although
some prior work using MCUs in weather sensors has being done, the Arduino EFM project
is the first to use MCUs in EFCMs. In addition, prior research work using MCUs for weather
instrument DAQs operate under much more relaxed computing conditions. Many of the
previous sensors only need to record data every few minutes or every second at their
fastest, whereas the DAQ for EFCMs must sample on the microsecond scale to see changes
in the electric field. This significantly faster sampling and storage rate was the most
significant challenge to overcome and one of the most unique aspects of the project
compared to prior work. After a summer of research, the Arduino DAQ proved that MCUs
can be a viable DAQ for an EFCM, albeit a more limited one than current PC DAQs. Once this
primary goal of demonstrating the feasibility of MCU DAQs was completed, further
research was done to develop a low-cost version of the rest of the EFCM. The major goals
with this second phase of work were to further reduce overall sensor cost and to create a
more portable EFCM, something that the small MCU DAQs are uniquely well-suited for.
Although there was not enough time to properly polish the second phase of the project, a
portable, low-cost EFCM was ready for deployment and able to gather real lightning data by
the end of the project time-frame. The data collected using this version of the sensor is
promising for the future of low-cost lightning instrumentation. With more work into the
instrument, low-cost EFCMs would be available in the near future, allowing for significant
advances in lightning science that will ultimately save lives and property.
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The remainder of this document will concisely detail the work that has been
completed for the AEFM project and what was learned throughout the past two years of
sensor development. The Arduino DAQ design will be discussed first, followed by the
design of new analog sensing end. These sections will detail how each part of the sensor
works and what was learned in the development process. Since the sensor was able to
reach a deployable state within the time constraints of the project and real lightning data
was gathered, the section following design details will briefly analyze real sensor data and
compare it to data taken at the same time by a comparable HAMMA sensor. The data
analysis section will also cover the current effectiveness and viability of the AEFM sensor.
After covering the work completed on the sensor and its current performance, the future of
the sensor and its possibilities will be discussed. Finally, I will analyze my personal
performance on the project, detailing the major things I learned in completing this work,
and end with some concluding remarks about the project on the whole.
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AEFM DAQ Design and Operation
Overview
The role of the DAQ in any instrument is fairly simple: to record the data measured
by whatever analog components are sensing a weather phenomenon. How each DAQ
ultimately records the data, however, is slightly different, but they all follow the same
general process. In Arduino EFM, the signal coming into the DAQ is a voltage proportional
to the charge generated on the antenna, which itself is caused by the changing electric field
radiated by lightning strikes. First, a component called the Analog-to-Digital Converter
(ADC) converts the analog signal voltage into a binary digital signal that the processor on
the Arduino board can understand. This digital signal is then sent from the ADC to the
Arduino’s processor, which understands the digital signal as a binary number. Once the
processor detects that it has received a number from the ADC, it stops what it is doing and
records the sampled number to an array called a buffer located in its Static Random-Access
Memory (SRAM) for temporary storage. There are four SRAM buffers that the Arduino
processor rotates between to better ensure that samples are not lost when recording and
transferring data. In-between receiving samples from the ADC and saving them to buffers,
the Arduino processor moves data from SRAM buffers to an SD Card for long-term storage.
In addition, timing data is needed. Without the time of given samples, it is impossible to
complete many of the calculations needed for lightning research, to relate data to its
respective cause, to compare your results against others, and other essential research
tasks. The Arduino EFM keeps track of time using a Real-Time Clock (RTC) that sends a
pulse-per-second (PPS) signal to the processor. When the processor receives this PPS
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signal, it marks the second in the next sample by altering a bit in the stored binary number.
Finally, once done recording data with the sensor, the SD card containing all of the data
gathered can be transferred to a PC for analysis. Since the data from the Arduino DAQ is all
in binary, Python software written for Arduino EFM translates the binary information into
human-understandable numbers. The data can then be graphed and analyzed. The sensor
layout and design is visualized in FIGURE 1. The path that the sensor signal takes through
Arduino EFM is shown in FIGURE 2 for clarity.

FIGURE 1: General circuit diagram of AEFM, emphasizing the data collection aspects of the
sensor design. Includes both the analog and DAQ parts of the sensor.

FIGURE 2: Same sensor diagram shown in FIGURE 1, but with the direction of the data
signal drawn on as well in red arrows.
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The previously described process greatly simplifies what is happening in the DAQ
during sensor operation. The following subsections will go into more detail about how each
component accomplishes its described role within the DAQ and will cover some of the most
valuable lessons learned while working with that component. Finally, the code used to
operate the DAQ and process the data it creates will be covered in detail as well.

Arduino Mega
The Arduino Mega acts as the control center for the entire Arduino EFM DAQ. The
Arduino Mega board contains the processing unit, short and long term memories, and
connections to all other necessary DAQ components, such as the ADC, RTC, and SD card.
The role of the Arduino board is to ensure that all components are operating correctly, to
communicate with all of the other DAQ components, and to pass sensor data between the
necessary components. The Arduino board accomplishes these tasks through instructions
found in code stored on the board’s flash memory. The flash memory is the internal longterm memory of the Arduino that retains information even after powering down. A more
detailed explanation of the exact instructions the Arduino board uses is located in the
Arduino Code section. The overall process that the Arduino board uses is as follows. First,
the processor accesses the flash memory to know what instructions it needs to follow. The
processor then sets up all of the other DAQ components as outlined in the code. Once
everything is setup, the processor is primarily focused on moving data from its short-term
memory, the SRAM, to the SD card. The processor is constantly writing data to the SD card
until it is interrupted with data from either the RTC or ADC, both of which are running
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simultaneously with the processor. The ADC interrupts the processor when it has data
ready. Once interrupted, the processor stops its task, takes the data from the ADC, makes a
few brief alterations to the sample, and then stores the ADC sample in the SRAM to write to
the SD card later. If the RTC interrupts the processor with its PPS signal, then the processor
simply makes a note of the interruption by changing the value of a global variable. This
global variable later notifies the processor to mark that a second has passed by altering the
next ADC sample. The processor will handle all interrupts before going back to its main
task of putting data on the SD card. This workflow that the Arduino board follows was
found to be the most efficient at creating the most data per second, as much of the work
that the sensor needs to do is being run simultaneously. There are a few occasions where
data is lost when processes fail to communicate or line up properly, but no significant
issues have been observed.
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ADC
The ADC is one of the most essential yet most limiting components of the Arduino
DAQ. The ADC converts the voltage created by the analog circuit into a binary digital signal
that the processor can understand and transfer between components. The ADC creates this
digital signal by comparing the sensor-generated voltage to a reference voltage, which in
the case of Arduino EFM is the +5V created by the power circuitry described later. This
reference voltage may have accuracy issues, however, that will be detailed in the Power
Supply and Voltage Control subsection of the AEFM Analog-End Design and Operation
section. In order to produce a digital signal, the ADC must compare the incoming sensor
voltage to the reference voltage over multiple clock cycles. The more clock cycles the ADC
takes to create the digital signal, or the more comparisons to the reference voltage the ADC
makes, the more accurate the digital signal will be. This number of clock cycles the ADC
uses to produce the digital signal is the main factor that limits sensor sampling speed. The
number of clock cycles the ADC uses to create the digital signal can be decreased to
increase measurement speed, but doing so trades speed for accuracy. It was found during
testing that running the ADC so it samples at 19.2 kHz is the fastest the ADC built into the
Arduino Mega board can run before it starts to become too inaccurate for reliable data
usage. In addition, the ADC can only measure voltages that exist between 0V and its
reference voltage, in this case +5V. Since the lightning signals generated by an EFCM can be
positive or negative depending on lightning type, being unable to measure negative
voltages directly was a major limitation. However, a solution to this issue is provided in the
AEFM Analog-End Design and Operation section. Finally, the precision of the ADC is also
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limited by the number of bits of digital signal it produces per sample. The ADC built into the
Arduino Mega that was used in the AEFM DAQ only can produce 10 bits of data. 10 bits
allows for values from 0 to 1023, called the ADC’s digital number values (DN). Dividing the
5V range by the range of the DN means that each DN is equivalent to 5mV of voltage. Thus,
if the ADC is given a 200mV incoming signal, it will produce 40 as a DN that is sent to the
processor in binary.
Ideally, the ADC used in a sensor has a high clock speed, a large voltage range, and
more potential data bits for a higher DN range to sample changes in the electric field as fast
and accurately as possible. Faster sampling allows for higher lightning frequencies to be
measured, and more detailed lightning structures can be seen with more precision as well.
However, this ideal comes with an increased cost and more work needed to get the ADC to
work properly with the processor board. Since the goals of the Arduino EFM were to have
an inexpensive sensor, the limitations of the current ADC are not a significant issue.
However, were more work to be done on the sensor in the future, upgrading the ADC would
be highly desired to increase the robustness and accuracy of the sensor data.

SD Shield
The SD shield, designed for both Arduino Uno and Mega boards, is an additional
board that sits on top of the Arduino. The SD shield contains all of the necessary
connections to an SD card and has the RTC housed on it. Placing the shield into the pins on
the Arduino Mega board essentially completes all of the necessary connections between the
SD card and RTC and the Arduino processor. The only additional connections that need to
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be made is between the RTC and digital pin 2 of the Arduino board, accessible through the
SD shield. This additional connection is what the RTC sends its PPS signal through so that
the processor can record timing data. Once the shield and pin 2 are connected, only a small
coin battery to power the RTC and an SD card need to be put in their respective slots to
begin sensor operation. An important detail to note about SD cards that was learned in the
initial DAQ testing phase is that the type of SD card used can potentially have a dramatic
impact on sensor performance. The SD card should be in FAT32 format to most effectively
work with the data format of the Arduino. In addition, cheaper, older cards tended to work
better as they have less storage optimization components inside that slowed the rate of
data transfer from SRAM to SD storage. Some of the newer cards tested had enough
internal operations happening that the SD card could not accept data as fast as the Arduino
was producing it.

Arduino Code
Like any modern sensor, the Arduino EFM DAQ requires code to run. Arduino
boards run a special type of C/C++ that is loaded onto the board before the sensor is
deployed. A number of libraries, listed in the code in Appendix A, were needed to
communicate with the various DAQ components mentioned previously. In addition to the
standard C/C++ code that Arduino uses, some lower level code was necessary in order to
operate the sensor fast enough to achieve sample rates viable for an EFCM. This lower level
code is fairly uncommon in Arduino projects and was one of the most difficult aspects of
DAQ development. There are three main parts to the Arduino DAQ software: a setup
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function that runs at sensor power up to prepare the sensor for data sampling; a main loop
function that continuously checks and stores of data, handles file organization, and keeps
things in order; and interrupt routines for the ADC and the RTC. All three of these main
sections will be explained in detail. The setup and main loop functions are both controlled
by the Arduino processor, while the ADC and RTC processes are handled separately until
they interrupt the main loop and communicate with the processor. Once the interrupt is
complete, the processor will continue with its main loop function.

Setup Function:
The setup function runs a single time when the Arduino is powered on and runs first
to ensure that everything is in order for the rest of sensor operation. The setup loop begins
by defining functions to set and clear individual bits, sbi and cbi respectively. These
functions are used to change the options of various aspects of the sensor, like ADC speed,
how to talk to the ADC, and so on, by altering bits in the control registers of components.
Once those functions are declared, the main libraries necessary for the operation of the
sensor are loaded in and global variables are declared. After all necessary declarations, the
settings for different DAQ components are altered using cbi and sbi. The ADC is set to run
continuously, only listen to the one necessary input, and sample at 19.2 kHz. The ADC is not
yet turned on at this point, as otherwise data sampling would interfere with the rest of the
setup loop. With the ADC in order, the system then ensures that the SD Card is connected
and is working properly. The pins used to communicate with the SD Card are set, serial
communications begin if a PC is connected for diagnostics purposes, and then the SD card is
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checked to make sure it powers on and can open and close a file. With the SD Card up and
running, cbi and sbi are used to set the SPI communications speed with the SD Card to an
optimal level of 4 MHz. The final major piece of digital hardware, the RTC, is then setup.
The system determines, if hooked up to a computer, if the RTC has the true current time
and resets the RTC clock to the computer’s time if the RTC time is inaccurate. The RTC is
then configured to provide 1 second interrupts by sending a 1 Hz square wave into pin 2 of
the microcontroller. Once the hardware is properly running, the sensor then initializes all
of the necessary variables, creates a header file, creates the first two minutes long data file,
and turns on the ADC. The sensor is now fully engaged and operational. If anything goes
wrong in the setup of the SD Card or the RTC, the rest of the program will not execute.
There may be issues outside of the RTC and SD Card, but the code does not check or stop
for these other errors. Additional checks and error-proofing should be done in future work.

Main Function and Subsidiaries:
The main loop performs a few simple functions and will only run if the setup loop
was deemed successful. First, the main loop code checks to see if two minutes have passed.
If so, it calls the NewFile function which closes the current file and creates a new one. Data
is stored in two minute increments to minimize data loss, as samples are occasionally lost
due to how the Arduino interacts with the SD card. Two minutes was determined to be the
optimal time after testing. In addition, all of the data buffers are cleared when a new file is
created so that the program begins fresh from the new file start. The only other function of
the main loop is to handle and write ready data to the SD card. The main loop is constantly
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checking to see if a buffer is full of data and if it is next to be written (checks are in place to
ensure that no buffers overwrite each other and that data is written in chronological
order). If both of those statements are true, that it is the buffer’s turn to be written to the
SD card and that the buffer is full of data, then the main loop begins writing the data within
the given buffer to the SD card. Once that buffer is done being written, the main loop then
clears that buffer moves onto the next. For diagnostic purposes, if a computer is hooked up
while the main loop is running, the serial monitor on your computer will display how long
it took to write the previous buffer to the SD Card in microseconds.

Interrupt Routines:
The ADC and RTC are working simultaneously with the main loop on the
microcontroller processor. The processor, however, can only handle one operation at a
time. In order to receive data from the ADC or mark a new second from the RTC, the main
loop must be stopped, or interrupted, with an interrupt routine from either piece of
hardware so that the processor can handle the necessary ADC- and RTC-relevant
operations. Once the interrupt routine is over, the processor resumes from exactly where it
was in the main loop and continues either checking or writing buffers.
When the ADC has finished converting the signal voltage into a digital, binary value,
it interrupts the main loop. Within its interrupt routine, the ADC transfers the voltage value
it measured to the processor in two bytes, with the 10 least significant bits containing the
voltage value. The processor then checks to see if a new second has been marked in a global
variable, and, if yes, changes the most significant bit of those 2 data bytes to a 1. The main
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board then checks which buffer to store these 2 data bytes in by seeing if a given buffer is
not yet full and if it is that buffer’s turn for data storage. If both conditions are met, that the
buffer is not full and that it is the buffer’s turn for data storage, then the two bytes are
stored in the proper locations of the given buffer with the most significant byte first. The
number of samples in the buffer counter is then increased. If this process of data storage
fills the given buffer, the program marks that the next buffer should receive the next
sample. If none of the buffers can receive data (they are all full), a diagnostic value records
how many samples were lost and the data is not kept. Once the ADC is done transferring
data and communicating with the processor, the interrupt routine ends. The main loop
then resumes from where it left off, typically writing data to the SD card, and the ADC
begins immediately on the next measurement.
At the same time the ADC is running, the RTC is constantly sending out a 1 Hz
square wave to pin 2. Whenever pin 2 receives the rising end of the square wave, a function
briefly interrupts the main loop and marks that a new second has occurred in a global
variable. This variable will later get passed to the ADC interrupt so that the ADC interrupt
can mark that a second has passed in the next sample. Note, only one interrupt routine can
run at a time, so as soon as one interrupt is done the next interrupt will run. The main loop
waits until all interrupt routines are over before resuming operation.
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End Paragraph:
Typically, these operations will run without issue, but there may still be unknown
errors. The entirety of the code is available in Appendix A. It is also important to note that
the methods used in this DAQ code are not entirely typical. Most EFCM DAQs only store
data when they explicitly detect that lightning has occurred using a trigger system, whereas
AEFM is constantly storing data. Continuous sampling typically is not used to save memory,
but with the small sample sizes and slow sample rate of AEFM, this method is not an issue.

Python Code
In order to get the highest data resolution by sampling as fast as possible, the
Arduino DAQ stores the sensor data in binary format in .bin files on its SD card. However,
this data format is not very user-friendly. To make the data more accessible and easier to
work with for analysis, a Python function was written to turn the binary sensor data into
the actual measured ADC voltages and their respective sampling times. Other Python
functions were also written to both graph data and run frequency filters, but since the
graphing function is fairly straightforward for anyone with basic Python experience and
the filter functions were not ultimately used, they will not be covered in detail here. The
only library needed to run the current Python code for Arduino EFM is matplotlib, but a
rework of the code to use numpy or a similar array library would be highly useful in the
future. The current version of the code is located in Appendix B.
Since the data processing function, ProcessData, that converts the binary values on
the SD card to voltage and timing values is unique to Arduino EFM, how the function works
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will be explained in greater detail. ProcessData has three outputs, the raw data integers, the
voltage measured, and the sample time, and has two inputs, the file path to the binary file
and the sensor gain, which for simplicity is assumed to be 1 at this stage of sensor
development. If the inputs are valid, ProcessData first opens the given file in read and
binary modes. The function then reads the entire file, which for Arduino EFM is two
minutes of data, into the PC RAM. Once all of the data is read in, the function then
determines the number of samples that were taken. Note that each data sample on the
Arduino is two bytes. The function then creates the three arrays, one for each of the outputs
it returns. First, the continuous string of binary values is divided into the two byte sensor
samples and each sample is converted into integer values, which are stored in the raw data
integer array. The function then iterates through this integer array to calculate the actual
voltage and time of each sample. The voltage is determined by dividing the integer by the
DN range of the ADC, multiplying by the voltage range of the ADC, and subtracting the
added +2.5V to the signal to bring a value of +2.5V back to its true plate voltage value of 0V
from before the summing amplifier. This process results in the following general equation:
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒/1024) ∗ 5𝑉 − 2.5𝑉
Since the Arduino DAQ notes when a second has passed by changing the first bit of a data
sample from 0 to 1, the integer value of a sample marking when a second has passed is very
large and thus creates an inaccurate voltage reading. This large value is handled in the
voltage conversion by eliminating any 1 bits above the maximum binary 1023 of the ADC
using binary math ((integer value in binary)&0000001111111111). Given this large
integer value, however, it is easy to tell in the integer array where new seconds occur, as
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the integer value well exceeds the range of the ADC. The time of each sample is thus found
by noting when these large integers occur, figuring out how many samples are in a given
second by counting the number of samples between large values, dividing one second by
the number of samples in that second to find the average time between samples, and then
adding this average amount of time between samples to the time of the previous sample
until the next second occurs. The results for both the sample times and voltages are stored
in their respective timing and voltage value arrays. The function finally returns these three
arrays to the user, who can then use the data for analysis, graphing, and more.
Although the ProcessData function is effective at completing its task, it was one of
the first true Python programs that I ever wrote. Thus, the program is not the most efficient
nor does it use the best methods for data analysis learned about later on. The ProcessData
function only uses data structures native to Python, namely tuples and lists, which are not
the most efficient or easiest to work with for large data sets. Converting the data storage
methods to something like numpy arrays would be much more efficient for the large data
sets. In addition, the function can only read in one file at a time, a limitation that would be
easier to overcome if the program was written with numpy arrays. Being able to read in
multiple files would dramatically cut down the time spent looking for lightning flashes
within the data. All of the necessary information to do this rewrite exists within the current
Python code, however, so the rework would not be a highly difficult task. Unfortunately,
time constraints prevented this code rework from occurring.
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AEFM Analog-End Design and Operation
Overview
Equally important if not more so than the DAQ, however, is the analog system and
antenna that gathers the signal to be measured in the first place. The Arduino EFM uses an
analog sensing system that is very similar to previous EFCMs, initially designed by Marx
Brook (Kitagawa and Brook 1960). In the first phase of Arduino EFM design, since the
emphasis was to create a cheaper DAQ, a HAMMA analog system and antenna was used for
the sake of time. More details about how the HAMMA analog-end works can be found in Dr.
Phillip Bitzer’s doctoral dissertation (Bitzer 2011). Once the DAQ was proven, however, an
analog sensing-end was designed specifically for Arduino EFM and is currently in its
research phase. The Arduino EFM’s sensing-end, just like the Brook and Bitzer designs,
consists of a metal plate antenna parallel to the ground, a form of case or weather
protection, a stand for the antenna, operation amplifier circuitry, and a power supply
system. The Arduino EFM also has some additional voltage regulation circuitry that is
meant to address some of the unique challenges of using an Arduino board as a DAQ. These
components come together to create a measurable signal related to lightning discharges.
Once the system is assembled, put in its protective casing, and the antenna is on its stand
parallel to the ground, the sensor is ready to pick up changes in the electric field due to
lightning strokes. Pictures of the assembled sensor can be found in FIGURES 5, 6, and 7.
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As mentioned previously, how the sensor measures lightning is fairly
straightforward. First, charge is generated on the plate by a radiated electric field caused
by lightning discharges. Connected to this charged plate is an inverting operational
amplifier circuit. The inverting amplifier both brings the charge on the plate back to zero
for the next measurement and creates the voltage signal that will be measured by the DAQ.
However, this voltage needs alteration before it can enter the Arduino DAQ. The voltage
produced by the analog system so far can be positive or negative. Unlike other EFCMs, the
Arduino board cannot measure negative voltages without getting damaged. Thus, the
voltage signal must be altered to be positive only. This alteration is made by sending the
voltage signal into a summing operational amplifier circuit, which adds a positive voltage to
the signal and limits the signal’s voltage range so that the signal voltage is always positive
and within the range that the DAQ can handle. Finally, the signal is then sent into the ADC
on the DAQ where it is measured following the process of the previous section. In addition
to these components that handle the signal, the operational amplifiers, positive voltage, and
DAQ require a power source. The power source for the Arduino EFM is a pair of 9V D-Cell
batteries, one of which powers the DAQ and the other powers all of the aforementioned
analog components. Since the operational amplifiers need positive and negative voltages to
run, a special circuit is also included to create these two voltages from the single positive
source of the battery and to stabilize the voltage outputs. Diagrams of all of the analog
components and how the signal interacts with them is included in FIGURES 3 and 4.
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FIGURE 3: General circuit diagram of AEFM, emphasizing the data collection aspects of the
sensor design. Includes both the analog and DAQ parts of the sensor.

FIGURE 4: Same sensor diagram shown in FIGURE 3, but with the direction of the data
signal drawn on as well in red arrows.

Now that an overview of analog sensing end’s operation has been given, the
following subsections will provide more detail about how each component helps create a
measurable voltage signal for the DAQ and will cover some of the most valuable lessons
learned while working with those components.
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Antenna and Case
The antenna for the Arduino EFM is an approximately 12” diameter metal plate. The
plate is parallel to the ground and electrically isolated, except for a single wire, to best
sense changes in the electric field. Once a radiated electric field change generates a charge
on the plate, as described in the introduction, the wire allows charge to flow from the plate
into the rest of the sensor. The rest of the analog components and the DAQ both sit within a
rubber-plastic tote for rain protection. The wire thus connects to the plate, goes through
the antenna stand and a weather-proofed hole into the tote, and connects to the inverting
amplifier, which moves the charge off of the plate. The plate in the current version of the
sensor is surrounded by a metal bowl to both shield the sensing plate from ambient
electrical noise, like the noise caused by the oscillations in the power grid nearby, and to
protect the antenna plate from rain that could disturb the signal. The bowl and antenna
assembly sits about a foot off of the ground on a metal pole next to the sensor tote, but
could be placed on a higher stand. Both the tote and antenna assembly must be secured
before deployment by weighing and tying the instrument down to prevent movement due
to weather conditions. Since this stand arrangement is somewhat top-heavy, it is important
to consider the effects of wind and the weight of water if it gets trapped in the bowl around
the plate. During the first attempt at gathering data with the new analog-end, the antenna
arrangement was not secured at all and thus the sensor was found knocked over, full of
water, and being blown across the sensor site - please learn from this example for any
weather sensor you construct! Pictures of the overall sensor and sensing plate are located
in FIGURES 5, 6, and 7 as visual aids for what was described above.
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FIGURE 5: AEFM sensor being prepared for deployment. The DAQ and analog boards are
visible within the gray tote case, and the metal sensing plate is clearly visible on the right.

FIGURE 6: AEFM sensor deployed and measuring data from an incoming storm on April 14,
2019. The metal bowl to protect the sensing plate and sensor stand is more visible in this
image.
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FIGURE 7: AEFM sensor in lab, undergoing testing before deployment.

Operational Amplifier Circuitry
There are two different operational amplifier (op amp) circuits within the Arduino
EFM analog-end, each of which serves a very different purpose. In order to best explain the
roles op amps serve in the Arduino EFM analog-end, it is important to first make sure that
the basics of op amps are understood. In essence, an op amp is a component consisting of
two inputs and an output. The two primary rules governing op amps are that they do not
want current entering their inputs and that they want the voltages of both inputs to be the
same. Typically, op amps are combined with other components, like resistors or capacitors,
whose configuration, combined with these two rules, allows for various feedback loops and
functions. In addition, op amps often increase the gain of a signal, or amplify the signal, and
they are powered components with separate power inputs. FIGURE 8 provides an image of
a typical op amp. Now that the basics of op amps are covered, there are two types of op
amp circuits within the analog end: an inverting amplifier and a summing amplifier.
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FIGURE 8: Circuit diagram representation of an operational amplifier, showing its two
inputs, output, and necessary power supplies.

The inverting amplifier consists of an op amp with one input connected only to
ground and the other input connected to the incoming signal, with a resistor and capacitor
pair in parallel connecting the signal input to the op amp output. An image of an inverting
amplifier is in FIGURE 9 to clarify this description. In typical EFCMs, like HAMMA and
Arduino EFM, the metal sensing plate is connected first to an inverting amplifier on the
same input as the RC pair (input 1 in FIGURE 9). The inverting amplifier’s role in the circuit
is to move charge from the plate into the rest of the sensor, as well as amplify and smooth
the signal. Once charge is generated on the plate due to a change in the electric field, a
voltage imbalance is created between the two inputs of the op amp. According to the rules
of op amps, the op amp will try to balance these voltages back out. Since the signal input is
a different voltage from ground, which is zero, the op amp will want to move the charge in a
way that brings the plate voltage back to zero. Since the op amp also does not want charge
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going through its inputs, the charge will instead move around the op amp and go through
the resistor and capacitor (RC) pair. The RC pair will alter the gain of the signal and smooth
the charge as an RC curve. Once the charge leaves the RC pair, the charge on the plate is
effectively the equivalent of ground and back to a neutral position. The charge then moves
from the RC pair to the next op amp circuit used in Arduino EFM: the summing amplifier.

Input 1
Input 2

FIGURE 9: Circuit diagram representation of the inverting amplifier circuit used in AEFM.

As mentioned in the overview of this section, the Arduino can only handle positive
voltages. However, the voltage after the inverting amplifier circuit can be both positive and
negative. In order to ensure that the signal is always positive, a combination of a voltage
divider and a summing amplifier op amp circuit are used. Separate from the signal, the
positive supply voltage at +5V is put into an equal resistances voltage divider. The center of
the divider produces +2.5V as an output, as shown in FIGURE 10. The role of the summing
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amplifier in Arduino EFM is to add this +2.5V from the voltage divider to the signal and
limit the signal’s range to 0-5V, the safe voltage limits of the ADC on the Arduino. The
reasoning for this odd setup is as follows. If the signal is a default +2.5V instead of 0V, then
when the plate signal reaches its negative limit from the op amps of -2.5V, the output signal
to the Arduino is a safe 0V. If the signal from the inverting amplifier and antenna is +2.5V,
then the summing amplifier will output 5V, still safe for the Arduino. This allows the ADC to
measure both positive and negative voltages while staying within the bounds of safe
operational voltages. Thus, the ADC can measure -2.5V to +2.5V instead of only a positive
0-5V. The summing amplifier is able to do this task thanks again to the basic rules
governing op amps. As shown in FIGURE 11, the summing amplifier has one input
connected to ground and the other input is connected to each of the signals whose voltages
you would like to add, with a resistor bridging the input signals to the op amp output.
Again, the op amp will move charge around itself through the resistor in a similar fashion to
the inverting op amp and its RC pair as the summing amplifier attempts to balance out the
differences in voltages between its inputs. In the case of the summing amplifier, there are
multiple charges or currents from each voltage source that will need to move around the op
amp. With only one route for charge to follow, the op amp combines the currents as they
travel to the output, resulting in a sum of currents and thus a sum of voltages.
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FIGURE 10: Example circuit diagram representation of a voltage divider, such as that used
in AEFM to produce the +2.5V added to the signal for the ADC.

FIGURE 11: Circuit diagram of the summing amplifier and voltage divider circuit used in
AEFM to ensure that the voltage is safe for the DAQ ADC. Voltage dividers ensure that the
voltage is within the ADC’s dynamic range and the summing amplifier ensures that the
voltages are always positive.
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Although the inverting amplifier has been in frequent use in EFCMs and was able to
be adapted to Arduino EFM fairly easily, the summing amplifier was a unique but necessary
solution to the limitations of the Arduino board. Thus, it took time to figure out the best
way to handle the voltage limitations of the ADC before the approach given here was
settled on. There might be better alternatives to the +/-2.5V signal range that this
arrangement gives. In addition, the resistance values of the summing amplifier circuit could
likely use further adjusting, as the voltage of the signal leaving the summing amplifier when
the plate is neutral is slightly less than the ideal +2.5V. However, there was not time within
the scope of this project to properly rectify that minor issue.

Power Supply and Voltage Control Circuitry
Every piece of electronics requires something to power it. For Arduino EFM, 9V DCell batteries were chosen to power the entire instrument as they are one of the
recommended ways to power an Arduino board with the proper connector, they are small
enough to help meet the project’s goal of being portable, and they are a good balance
between size, cost, and available mAh of charge. In order to run, Arduino EFM requires two
9V cells. One cell powers the Arduino DAQ, and the other powers all of the other analog
components. This two battery setup was chosen due to time constraints and issues with the
analog power supply, soon to be discussed, that may have caused issues with the Arduino.
The Arduino battery was shown to be capable of running the DAQ for at least 8 hours
continuously, whereas the analog-end battery only lasted around 2 hours before having
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insufficient voltage and charge to continue operation. Thus, it is necessary to keep in mind
that 5 batteries are needed per 8 hours of deployment.
As for using the batteries, the connection to the Arduino DAQ is a simple plug that
connects to the battery, as shown in FIGURE 12. The analog battery connection, however, is
much more complicated. The operational amplifiers used in the circuitry require both +5V
and -5V in order to process the desired positive and negative signals from the antenna.
However, the 9V cell only produces +9V. In order to produce both the positive and negative
voltages required, a DC-DC converter was used. Essentially, following the setup in FIGURE
13, the DC-DC converter converts the +9V into two outputs of +9V and -9V. However, these
voltages are not stable and are still too high a value. To correct this issue, positive and
negative voltage regulators, also seen in FIGURE 13, are added. These voltage regulators
convert the +9V and -9V into +5V and -5V that the op amps and the voltage divider then
use. Unfortunately, this method of producing the required voltages has a significant issue.
In order for the DC-DC converter to turn a single, positive voltage source into a two
sources, the component must perform some form of high-frequency switching internally.
This switching generates a significant amount of high-frequency noise in the power circuit
that even gets through the voltage regulators. Since the op amps use these voltages as a
reference, the same exact noise gets carried into the data signal. Thus, the noise of the
power generation circuitry is also present in the sensor data. Given the limited range of the
ADC, up to 12% of the possible useful data range is obstructed by this noise. This large
amount of noise makes it difficult to see and distinguish actual lightning pulses from noise
in sensor data, as is discussed in the data analysis section. Resolving this noise issue would
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be of the utmost importance, but unfortunately there was not enough time within the
project to test things like low-pass RC or LC filters after the voltage regulators that could
have fixed this issue.

FIGURE 12: Close-up image of the AEFM DAQ and analog boards, especially showcasing
their battery power supplies.

FIGURE 13: Circuit diagram of the voltage regulators and DC-DC converter that allow AEFM
to generate positive and negative voltages from the single +9V battery supply.
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Signal Control
The remaining analog components all exist to help mitigate issues when the sensor
signal is not behaving ideally. Right before the signal enters the Arduino ADC is a diode. The
diode is arranged so that current can only enter the ADC. Current cannot be pulled from the
ADC with the diode present, which under extreme circumstances might happen if the signal
is disrupted in some way or is an extreme value that the op amp circuitry cannot mitigate
enough. Current being pulled from the ADC might otherwise result in irreversible damage
to the Arduino board. This fact has obviously not been tested, but it is hoped that the diode
will be enough in case of an extreme occurrence. The final component of the sensor is a pair
of ferrite core inductors placed after the voltage regulators. Brief testing showed that
although these inductors were not enough to entirely eliminate the noise created by the
DC-DC converter mentioned in the previous subsection, they did help stabilize the noise
and reduce its frequency some. Thanks to their presence in the circuit, the noise would
likely be easier to filter out if more time was available for the project.
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AEFM Data Analysis and Comparison to HAMMA
Overview
In order for a sensor to be useful, the data the sensor measures must relate to a
physical phenomenon and the sensor must be shown to produce reliable, accurate data.
AEFM specifically measures a voltage created by the analog circuitry connected to its
antenna. As previously mentioned, this voltage is related to the charge on the antenna
created by the radiated electric field from lightning strokes. Using an array of sensors
taking measurements, these plate charges, found with sensor measured voltages, can then
be related back to a multitude of lighting characteristics. The HAMMA EFCMs used at UAH,
like AEFM, measure voltages related to the charges on their antennas caused by radiated
electric field changes. Since HAMMA and AEFM measure the same physical phenomenon in
extremely similar ways, a direct comparison between the sensors is possible. HAMMA is
also known to be a proven, reliable sensor. Thus, if AEFM and HAMMA measure the same
event, either a real or simulated lighting stroke, and then produce similar results, it can be
safely assumed that AEFM is also a reliable instrument. These types of comparisons are
common in the atmospheric sciences and are a simple, proven method for demonstrating
the usefulness and viability of a new sensor design. Thus, in order to demonstrate that
AEFM is a reliable, capable new EFCM, a number of tests and comparisons to HAMMA were
done. These comparisons consist of an in-lab series of simulated lightning pulses and two
storm events, which will each be described in further detail in the following subsections.
Note that due to time constraints and issues faced during testing, these comparisons will be
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highly qualitative in nature. An in-depth quantitative comparison should be conducted in
future work to statistically back-up statements observed in the following paragraphs.

Initial DAQ Deployment
AEFM was primarily developed in two phases: an initial phase to prove the viability
of using an MCU as a DAQ and a secondary phase where an entire new EFCM was
developed using the Arduino DAQ from the first phase. The first sensor test was conducted
at the end of the initial phase once only the DAQ had been created. Since the sensor was
only a DAQ at this time, in order to receive a signal, the Arduino DAQ was connected to the
analog components of a HAMMA sensor. Thus, the only difference between HAMMA and
AEFM for this test was their DAQs. This sensor setup, with an Arduino DAQ and HAMMA
sensing-end, was then deployed near both a full, reliable HAMMA sensor and an electric
field mill (another lightning instrument) at SWIRLL on the UAH campus. One storm was
able to be measured during this deployment on August 4, 2017. Two examples of the data
measured from this storm are FIGURE 14 and 15 on the following pages.
In order to better understand FIGURE 14, a brief background on electric field mills is
necessary. Electric field mills, with a combination of moving parts and similar theory to
EFCMs, measure the actual electric field at a given moment, rather than the changes in the
field that an EFCM measures. However, one can use this understanding of the sensor
differences to compare their data. If a change in the electric field is detected by the field
mill, shown in FIGURE 14 by a change in measured voltage in the top graph that represents
the field mill data, then the change in electric field should create a peak in the voltage
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measured by an EFCM. This result is exactly what we see in the bottom graph of FIGURE 14,
which represents the EFCM data recorded by the Arduino DAQ. For each change in voltage
in the field mill in the top graph, there is a corresponding peak in the EFCM data below.
Since both graphs start at the same time, this brief comparison shows that the Arduino
DAQ is at least able to detect changes in the electric field at the correct times. The purpose
of this comparison is simply an initial check to make sure that the timing of the Arduino
DAQ is correct and to ensure that it does not miss any major changes in the electric field.
Since the Arduino DAQ is shown to be successful in that regard, these results demonstrate
some of the viability of the sensor as a valuable research instrument.
FIGURE 15 shows EFCM data for the HAMMA DAQ on top and the Arduino DAQ on
the bottom. Both sensors in these graphs are using the same equipment to generate the
voltage entering their DAQs and the graphs start at the same time. Data such as FIGURE 15
was used to show direct comparisons between the DAQs. Although the polarity of the
Arduino DAQ data is opposite that of the HAMMA measurement, both waveforms
demonstrate the same shape with roughly the same timing. Similar timing and waveform
shapes were seen in all of the analyzed data for this storm between HAMMA and Arduino
DAQs, except for a few outlier exceptions or when once sensor did not measure a stroke
that the other did.
Overall, the qualitative similarity of the data from the two DAQs shows that the
Arduino DAQ is capable of producing similar results to HAMMA, and is thus a reliable,
promising DAQ in its own right. There are only a few major differences between the sensor
measurements. The largest difference is in the precision of their data, with HAMMA being
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able to measure more precisely as its ADC has more DN range than the Arduino ADC. In
addition, HAMMA can see more detailed and shorter-lived lightning structures than the
Arduino DAQ, both due to HAMMA’s faster sampling rate, 1 MHz versus the Arduino ADC’s
19 kHz, and the higher level of noise present in the Arduino data. Further quantitative
testing would need to be conducted to statistically confirm these statements; however, the
results from these tests proved that an MCU can be a viable choice for an EFCM DAQ, and
the results were promising enough that further work was pursued on the subject.

AEFM

FIGURE 14: On top is the data from an electric field mill at SWIRLL showing the Voltage
over 2 minutes; below is the same 2 minutes of data and the Voltages picked up by the
Arduino EFM project. The data shown in both samples begins at the same time. The
samples were taken from 19:53:37-19:55:37 on 8/4/2017.
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FIGURE 15: The top graph is the HAMMA data for a flash occurring at 19:28:04 on
8/4/2017 with Voltage over microseconds. The lower graph is the Arduino EFM data for
that same flash. The units are the same, but the Arduino picked up the flash slightly after
HAMMA. 2.97 in the AEFM data is very close to 0 microseconds in the HAMMA data.
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Full AEFM Deployment
A second storm on April 14, 2019 was measured once an entire AEFM sensor was
constructed and ready for deployment. Similar to the previous storm, AEFM was deployed
near a HAMMA sensor at SWIRLL on the UAH campus. The purpose of this deployment was
to compare an entire AEFM sensor with its newly designed analog sensing-end to a
HAMMA sensor to see how well the new analog sensing-end would perform. Since the
Arduino DAQ has been shown to be capable and reliable, the focus of the discussion in this
subsection will be focused on the performance of the AEFM analog components, which are
a simplified and slightly altered version of the system that HAMMA uses.
Unfortunately, issues loading in the HAMMA data with correct timing information
limited the data available for this portion of the study. The best data available from this
storm is present in FIGURES 16, 17, 18, and 19. FIGURES 16, 17, and 18 all show the same
stroke measured by AEFM but over different time spans, ranging from two minutes in
FIGURE 16 to 7500 μs in FIGURE 18. FIGURE 19 shows a one second HAMMA stroke taken
6 minutes after the AEFM figures. Unfortunately, AEFM did not measure the same flash as
HAMMA in FIGURE 19 for unknown reasons, and FIGURE 19 is the only flash available due
to issues creating HAMMA files and limited time. In light of this limited dataset, only one
major observation about the AEFM analog component performance can be made from this
data.
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In all of the AEFM figures, the high noise level mentioned previously in the AEFM
Analog-End Design and Operation section is very visible. 0.3V of the 5V dynamic range of
the AEFM sensor is all noise. The level of noise in the HAMMA data is significantly lower, as
the visible wobble in data is less than 0.01V, an order of magnitude less than AEFM’s noise.
This comparison simply highlights how severe the noise in the AEFM analog circuitry is and
emphasizes the need to correct it.
Further comparisons cannot accurately be made without matching stroke data.
Thus, the only conclusive statements that can be made about the analog sensing-end from
measuring this storm are that the AEFM sensor is relatively noisy, that the AEFM analog
components were able to operate reliably for two hours on battery supply, and that the full
AEFM system can detect some lightning.
For the sake of future research, comparisons and things that could be learned about
AEFM if the sensors were proven to have measured the same stroke will be discussed.
Using the time of the HAMMA peak as the true time of a given stroke and comparing that
time to when the AEFM peak occurs for the same stroke, one would be able to tell if AEFM
is accurate in how it times lightning strokes or if there is a significant delay in its data or
signal processing. Being able to compare waveforms would also allow one to determine
which lightning waveform structures AEFM can see, as many known structures are visible
in HAMMA data. More could be learned about the sensor than what is listed here, but these
are likely the most important details to learn about AEFM from real storm measurements.
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FIGURE 16: 2 minutes of AEFM data taken starting at 00:27:12 CDT on April 14, 2019

FIGURE 17: One second of storm data around the peak found in FIGURE 16, starting at
roughly at 00:27:48 CDT on April 14, 2019.
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FIGURE 18: Zoom on the peak present in FIGURES 16 and 17 to better show what the AEFM
sensor is measuring. Roughly 150 50 μs-wide samples are shown here.

FIGURE 19: HAMMA 2 data taken from the same storm on April 14, 2019, roughly 6
minutes after previous AEFM data. Multiple peaks from the lightning discharges are clearly
visible. The HAMMA 2 sensor was located near the AEFM sensor, within a few dozen feet.
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Laboratory Comparison of AEFM and HAMMA
In order to overcome some of the issues encountered measuring a storm with the
completed AEFM and HAMMA systems, a set of tests simulating lightning strokes was
conducted in the lab. Since a real lightning stroke causes generates a charge on the antenna
plate of both sensors, a lightning stroke can be simulated by artificially creating that charge
on the antenna plate. This simulated charge is created by attaching a capacitor to the plate
and using a function generator to send a pulse into the capacitor. When the capacitor
discharges, it will send the charge into the plate just like what would have been generated
from real lightning. This method of generating charge is typically used to calibrate HAMMA
sensors to ensure their accuracy (Bitzer 2011). By conducting the charge generation in the
same manner on both sensors, some direct comparisons between the sensors can be made.
Similar to the previous subsection, since the DAQ was proven capable and reliable, the
focus of this subsection will be on the performance of the AEFM analog components.
The sample pulses sent into each sensor were all 1Hz square waves with no voltage
offset. A series of pulses with amplitudes 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, and 3.0 Vpp were used. The
HAMMA sensor tests were all completed with a 680 or 68 pF capacitor, as higher
capacitances tended to oversaturate the signal. The AEFM tests used a much higher 104 or
10 μF capacitor. As FIGURE 28 shows, the 680 capacitor results for AEFM did not create
enough charge for AEFM to measure over its noise levels, whereas the 104 capacitor, as
FIGURE 29 shows, allowed for enough charge to enter the plate to overcome the noisy
signal and be seen. The results of all of these tests are shown in the following FIGURES 2025. Each figure shows one second of similar HAMMA and AEFM data as well as an
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oscilloscope image of the pulse entering the AEFM ADC. The oscilloscope has a much higher
sample rate than AEFM can record. These three items allow for easy visual comparison
between the sensors and what the AEFM DAQ is receiving versus what it records.
Comparing the results of HAMMA and AEFM from these tests reveals a few things
about the AEFM’s performance. The most major fact that the testing revealed was that
AEFM is a much less sensitive instrument than HAMMA. A few pieces of background
knowledge are necessary to understand why. First, the amount of charge generated on the
sensing plate is directly correlated to the how large the change in radiated electric field is.
Radiated electric fields from lightning closer to the sensor will have dissipated less by the
time they reach the sensor than farther lightning, and lightning strokes that are stronger
will generate larger radiated electric fields than weaker strokes. Thus larger amounts of
charge are generated by close and strong lightning discharges than farther or weaker
strokes. Second, the size of the capacitors used in testing determines the charge that enters
the plate. Larger capacitors will allow for more charge and thus simulate closer and
stronger lightning strokes. The fact that AEFM had to use a capacitor orders of magnitude
higher than HAMMA in order to detect anything indicates that AEFM has low sensitivity as
it needs more charge for a strong enough signal. Thus, AEFM can only detect very strong or
nearby lightning strokes.
In addition to AEFM’s sensitivity, the sensor noise can also be seen as a continuing
issue. As FIGURE 28 shows, there is a small peak that barely makes it above the data. It is
possible that the AEFM system could have detected the smaller preceding test pulses if the
noise were not so severe. The AEFM and oscilloscope data in FIGURES 20-25 also show
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how dramatic this noise is, often hundreds of mV in range compared to the more modest
30mV of noise present in the HAMMA data.
The final most interesting things to note about the data relate to the shape of the
pulses measured in the waveforms. The square wave shape of the test pulse is clearly
visible in both HAMMA and the oscilloscope data for all of FIGURES 20-25, but not in the
AEFM data. The square wave is easily seen in both the oscilloscope and HAMMA due to
their high sample rates, with HAMMA taking a sample every 1 μs. However, the same wave
only shows up as a single point in the AEFM data. This single point is most visible in
FIGURE 27, where the zoom on the AEFM sample from FIGURE 22 shows that the large
peak is a single measurement. This single peak is due to the lower sample rate of AEFM,
which takes a sample every 50 μs. The oscilloscope data shows boxes that are 50 μs wide in
FIGURES 20-25. Thus, everything happening within a single oscilloscope box division is
seen as a single point by AEFM. Since the square wave entering the AEFM DAQ is barely
wider than 50 μs for even the strongest signals, AEFM will likely not see much more than
single peaks in its data unless a more constant, dramatic change in the electric field
happens. It is also interesting to note that since the square wave shape is roughly visible in
the oscilloscope data, the shape of the pulse is roughly conserved throughout the entirety
of the AEFM analog circuitry. Thus, if the HAMMA DAQ with its much higher sample rate
was used with AEFM analog circuitry, the results between the two analog systems of AEFM
and HAMMA would look similar. This similarity suggests that the AEFM analog circuitry is
on the right path toward accurately measuring and creating reliable EFCM data.
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FIGURE 20: Top: AEFM data for 1 second around a 0.1Vpp, 0V offset, 1Hz square wave
using a 104 capacitor attached to the sensing plate. Middle: 1 second of HAMMA 1.5 data
for the same square wave, using a 680 capacitor attached to the plate. Bottom: Oscilloscope
measurement of the pulse right before it enters the AEFM DAQ, after it has travelled
through the AEFM analog components. 10 AEFM samples worth of time are shown.
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FIGURE 21: Top: AEFM data for 1 second around a 0.3Vpp, 0V offset, 1Hz square wave
using a 104 capacitor attached to the sensing plate. Middle: 1 second of HAMMA 1.5 data
for the same square wave, using a 680 capacitor attached to the plate. Bottom: Oscilloscope
measurement of the pulse right before it enters the AEFM DAQ, after it has travelled
through the AEFM analog components. 10 AEFM samples worth of time are shown.
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FIGURE 22: Top: AEFM data for 1 second around a 0.5Vpp, 0V offset, 1Hz square wave
using a 104 capacitor attached to the sensing plate. Middle: 1 second of HAMMA 1.5 data
for the same square wave, using a 680 capacitor attached to the plate. Bottom: Oscilloscope
measurement of the pulse right before it enters the AEFM DAQ, after it has travelled
through the AEFM analog components. 10 AEFM samples worth of time are shown.
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FIGURE 23: Top: AEFM data for 1 second around a 0.7Vpp, 0V offset, 1Hz square wave
using a 104 capacitor attached to the sensing plate. Middle: 1 second of HAMMA 1.5 data
for the same square wave, using a 680 capacitor attached to the plate. Bottom: Oscilloscope
measurement of the pulse right before it enters the AEFM DAQ, after it has travelled
through the AEFM analog components. 10 AEFM samples worth of time are shown.
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FIGURE 24: Top: AEFM data for 1 second around a 1.0Vpp, 0V offset, 1Hz square wave
using a 104 capacitor attached to the sensing plate. Middle: 1 second of HAMMA 1.5 data
for the same square wave, using a 680 capacitor attached to the plate. Bottom: Oscilloscope
measurement of the pulse right before it enters the AEFM DAQ, after it has travelled
through the AEFM analog components. 10 AEFM samples worth of time are shown.
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FIGURE 25: Top: AEFM data for 1 second around a 3.0Vpp, 0V offset, 1Hz square wave
using a 104 capacitor attached to the sensing plate. Middle: 1 second of HAMMA 1.5 data
for the same square wave, using a 680 capacitor attached to the plate. Bottom: Oscilloscope
measurement of the pulse right before it enters the AEFM DAQ, after it has travelled
through the AEFM analog components. 10 AEFM samples worth of time are shown.
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FIGURE 26: AEFM 0.3V test with 104 capacitor, zoomed in to 4000 samples around the
peak caused by the test discharge.

FIGURE 27: AEFM 0.5V test with 104 capacitor, zoomed in to 1000 samples around the
peak caused by the test discharge.
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FIGURE 28: An entire 2-minute data file from AEFM testing with the 680 capacitor,
demonstrating that the charges were too small to be visible for viable direct comparison.

FIGURE 29: An entire 2-minute data file from AEFM testing with the 104 capacitor,
demonstrating that the test peaks are much more visible with a higher capacitance value
during testing.
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Future Work and Sensor Potential
As the results and work from the Arduino EFM project show, microcontroller EFCMs
have a lot of promise as viable instrumentation for furthering the field of lightning
research. However, there is still plenty of work that needs to be done to make the sensor
more robust, accurate, and capable. As mentioned previously, the largest issue with the
sensor at the moment is the high noise caused by the DC-DC converter that generates
positive and negative voltages from the battery. Fixing this issue by adding in low-pass
filters after the voltage regulators or changing how the voltages are supplied should be the
next priority, as the low signal-to-noise ratio is a major issue for creating robust, clear data.
Once this issue is resolved, the sensor casing and antenna should be further experimented
with to improve signal gain and make the sensor more portable, easily accessible, and
weather proof. After these major improvements, the sensor prototype should be fully
complete. At this point, an in-depth testing and detailed quantitative comparison of the
AEFM sensor to HAMMA should be conducted. This testing phase will show more clearly
what fine adjustments need to be done to the AEFM sensor to improve its data. Once all
testing is complete, the next step would be to deploy an array of AEFM sensors to see how
they compare to current EFCM arrays. Alternatively, since the characteristics of the sensor
are known from testing, an array of microcontroller EFCMs could be modeled. Both
modeling and field testing would further solidify the viability of low-cost, microcontroller
EFCMs.
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In addition to these essential sensor improvements and tests, a number of
additional improvements could be made to the sensor. Potentially the most dramatic
improvement to the sensor could be an upgrade to its microcontroller. The Arduino was
chosen as it was a beginner-oriented unit being used by a beginner with microcontrollers
and programming at the time. However, this user-friendliness comes at a tradeoff of
performance and capabilities. Other microcontroller boards, such as Raspberry Pi or the
BeagleBone might offer better performance for a minimal increase in cost, but are much
harder to begin working with. With the knowledge learned from this project, however, one
might be able to make the change and see if it would be a true upgrade. The alternative
boards with increased processing speed and flash storage over the Arduino would allow for
much higher sampling rates and more powerful ADCs, allowing for more precise data as
well. Besides an upgrade to the DAQ, work could also be done to allow the sensors to run
off of different power supplies or batteries. The 9V cells used for the analog end in this
project only lasted a couple of hours, which would make deploying an entire ground-based
array of the sensors for an entire storm difficult. Being able to run the sensors off of the
power grid or a battery with a much higher mAh rating would dramatically improve the
longevity of data-sampling. Finally, if the DAQ is upgraded, it may also be possible to attach
cellular modems to the sensors to allow for remote control of the instrumentation and
remote data transfer, both of which would make it easier to manage a sensor array and
conduct extended measurements of a storm.
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Once all improvements and tests are completed, the Arduino EFM would be at a
comparable level of quality to contemporary, more expensive EFCM instrumentation. Once
the sensor at this level is tried and true, further, more innovative improvements could be
made. A microcontroller EFCM is uniquely well-suited to be adapted into a weather balloon
capable package. Since the microcontroller sensor is light, inexpensive, and can be batteryoperated, it would not be difficult to adapt the sensing electrode and the sensor casing to
this task. Balloon-mounted microcontroller EFCMs would allow for groundbreaking
lightning measurements that have never been taken before. With their low-cost, it would
be possible to have an airborne EFCM array around a storm. This arrangement would allow
for significantly improved 3D mapping of lightning and charge structures in and around
clouds and would provide a much more detailed understanding of lightning development,
all things that are essential for furthering the field. In addition to a unique measurement
opportunity, the sensors could also be easily adapted into an education role. Being
inexpensive, easy to construct, and simple to deploy, it would not be difficult for anyone
from a middle school class to a budding researcher to construct these sensors. Putting the
sensor together, deploying it, and interacting with real weather data could be a great way
to inspire someone to pursue a career in STEM or weather specifically. The ease of the
sensor construction would also make it a great tool for helping undergraduates get exposed
to instrumentation work, an area of the field that is always in desperate need of new
researchers. Finally, the low-cost and ease of construction would make it easy for the
sensor to be open-source. An open-source version of the sensor would allow many more
researchers to have their own EFCMs, making the barrier to lightning data much lower and
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make more data available. A wealth of lightning data and researchers could improve the
rate of lightning research, further saving lives and property from the dangerous
phenomena.

Self-Assessment
Working on this project has been a very transformative experience for me.
Throughout the process of developing the sensor, I went from having minimal knowledge
of instrumentation, coding, lightning, and the research environment to securing a GRA
position in a lightning research group, being capable of writing detailed code, and having
the necessary foundation for a career in weather instrumentation development. Given my
minimal knowledge starting out and the limited time I had with all of my responsibilities as
a student, I feel that I did fairly well on the project. I developed an entire sensor DAQ within
8 weeks from minimal prior coding experience, and in the process learned practical coding
in C and Python. This part of the work also required me to get extremely familiar with how
the Arduino operated, to the point of being able to write code at the near machine level to
change individual setting bits to maximize operational speed and accuracy. The code I
wrote to run the sensor has worked reliably and accurately since that summer, without any
need for improvement. I also learned a lot about lightning physics and electrical
engineering in developing the sensor, especially when I began work on the analog-end. The
topics in lightning physics and electrical engineering I needed to become knowledgeable in
were not part of my coursework, which forced me to become good at finding relevant
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sources and papers online as well as asking the right questions to the right connections.
Finally, I feel that I was able to do the best work possible given my busy life as an
undergraduate student. From applying to graduate school, conferences and school visits,
managing coursework, applying to and participating in an internship, finding time for
friends and family, and more, it was difficult to find ample time to give the sensor the
attention it deserved. Despite this lack of ample time, I was able to create an operational
sensor of my own design and work. These are all achievements I am proud of, and are all
successes that I was able to complete during my time at UAH.
Despite these successes, there are always things I could have done better, and in
transforming into a proper researcher I learned about my shortcomings with the project
and where I will need to improve in the future as well. My largest shortcoming that I came
to realize was that I often underestimate either the difficulty of a task or the time necessary
to complete it. I am typically overly optimistic about how easy it will be to succeed at a task,
which led to multiple promised, albeit minor, goals for the sensor being left uncompleted. I
did not realize until it was too late that, given my schedule, it was likely unrealistic to fully
complete, test, and fine-tune a sensor within my undergraduate career from when I started.
This problem could be better mitigated by an area that I will also need to improve on,
which is proper prioritization of research tasks. There were occasions where I attempted to
work on or research a less essential aspect of sensor design, instead of something more
vital to the project. I learned that it is better to focus on the essentials first to get the big
picture running and then worry about the smaller details later. Although this did not
prevent me from completing a sensor, the sensor would likely be more polished and robust
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than it is now if I had prioritized tasks better. In addition, the project might have also been
easier if I had prioritized further research into previous work as part of the project.
Reading more into electrical engineering instead of figuring some things out as I went or
reading more prior research into lightning sensors might have told me some details or
things to look out for that would both make me more knowledgeable about the topics and
saved me time later on. Finally, I was also able to drastically improve my work-life balance.
There were times where I would do too much of one and not enough of the other, which
affected the project by either me getting burnt out and less productive at times or me not
quite working hard enough, but as time went on I have gotten significantly better at finding
a healthy, productive balance between the two. Each of these factors negatively affected the
project in some way, but are all lessons I will take forward with me and are all realizations
that will make me a much better researcher in the future.
Overall, I am satisfied with the work I completed and my performance, despite the
areas where I could have done better, and I am thankful for the opportunity to work on this
project under my great advisor, Dr. Bitzer. Working on Arduino EFM for my capstone has
transformed me into the researcher I am today and opened more doors than I thought
imaginable. Most importantly, my work on this project has provided me with the
knowledge and tools necessary to succeed in the future as a both a lightning researcher and
an instrumentation developer.
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Concluding Remarks
The sensor was able to achieve its major goals of demonstrating the viability of MCU
DAQs in EFCMs and being a low-cost, portable EFCM system within the limited time-frame
of the project. Although sensor performance should be improved and refined to reduce
noise and enhance signal gain, the sensor was still able to prove itself, with initial data
results showing that the AEFM sensor is capable of measuring results similar to existing
EFCM systems. With additional time to work on the sensor, AEFM would be ready for an indepth, quantitative comparison with HAMMA to statistically prove its reliability and
accuracy. Once that comparison and additional work is completed, the sensor would be
ready for any researcher to build and would be fully capable of gathering research-quality
lightning data. The lessons learned and the sensor details explained throughout this
document will be highly useful for future research into low-cost lightning sensors, and this
work has the potential to lay a foundation for a new generation of lightning
instrumentation that will better the field of lightning science through more plentiful,
reliable, and accessible data.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Arduino EFM DAQ Operating Code
//Arduino EFM Code
// Tyler Welty
// The purpose of this code is to test saving and opening a new
// file every 2 minutes to minimize data loss due to corruption
// or other potential internal file errors.

//Define Variable to Note to Change Prescaler
#define ADCSPEED 1
//Define Functions for Setting and Clearing Bits
#ifndef cbi //Clear Bit Function (Set to 0)
#define cbi(sfr, bit) (_SFR_BYTE(sfr) &= ~_BV(bit))
#endif
#ifndef sbi //Set Bit Function (Set to 1)
#define sbi(sfr, bit) (_SFR_BYTE(sfr) |= _BV(bit))
#endif
//Include Necessary Libraries
//For SD Card
#include <SPI.h>
#include "SdFat.h"
//For RTC
#include <Wire.h>
#include "RTClib.h"
//Global File Setup
SdFat sd;
SdFile DataFile;
//Global RTC Setup
RTC_PCF8523 rtc;
//Global Variables
uint8_t RunProgram; //Determine whether to run program or not
uint8_t BuffSelect; //Determines which buffer is stored to, 0, 1, 2, or 3
uint32_t i; //Keeps Track of Seconds Passed in Program
uint16_t SampleCount;
//4 512 byte Buffers to Contain Data Written to SD Card in Blocks
uint8_t BUFF0[512];
uint8_t BUFF1[512];
uint8_t BUFF2[512];
uint8_t BUFF3[512];
//Counters to Keep Track of How Full Buffers Are
uint16_t a; //Counter for BUFF0
uint16_t b; //Counter for BUFF1
uint16_t c; //Counter for BUFF2
uint16_t d; //Counter for BUFF3
//Time Variables
//uint8_t StartTime; //For Knowing when Main Loop Starts
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//uint32_t RunTime = 120; //Time to Run Program, in Seconds
uint8_t MarkNewSecond; //Variable to Note When a New Second Has Occured
uint32_t CurrentTime; //To Keep Track of How Many Seconds Have Passed Since the Program Started
uint32_t MissedSamples;
uint8_t SDSelect;
//Pin Setup
//const uint8_t CSpinActual = 10; //Set Pin for Use on Chip Select for SD Card
//const uint8_t CSpinMega = 53; //Set Pin so Mega Thinks its Default CS Pin is Right for SPI
Communications
//Serial Communications Rate
//uint32_t baudRate = 115200;

//Begin Setup Loop
void setup()
{
//***ADC Free-run Setup Code***
//Set ADC Speed to Desired Value
//Uncomment Sections as needed, but make sure only one setting is uncommented at a time
#if ADCSPEED //If ADCSPEED is true (set true earlier), then:
//Set Prescaler to 128 ((Default Division Factor) 125 kHz/13 Clock Cycles = 9600 sps (Values are ideal))
/*sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS2); //Sets ADPS2 (ADPS2 = "ADC Prescaler bit 2") to 1
sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS1);
sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS0);*/
//Set Prescaler to 64 (250 kHz/13 CC = 19200 sps)
sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS2);
sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS1);
cbi (ADCSRA, ADPS0);
//Set Prescaler to 32 (500 kHz/13 CC = 38500 sps)
/*sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS2);
cbi (ADCSRA, ADPS1);
sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS0);*/
//Set Prescaler to 16 (1 MHz/13 CC = 77000 sps)
/*sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS2);
cbi (ADCSRA, ADPS1);
cbi (ADCSRA, ADPS0);*/
//Set Prescaler to 8 (2 MHz/13 CC = 154000 sps)
/*cbi (ADCSRA, ADPS2);
sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS1);
sbi (ADCSRA, ADPS0);*/
#endif //End of ADC Prescaler Settings
//Set Desired Reference Voltage Source for ADC
//Set External AREF as Vref (Connected to 5V power supply)
cbi (ADMUX, REFS1);
sbi (ADMUX, REFS0);
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//Set ADC Multiplexer to Read Only Desired Analog Pin
//A0
cbi (ADCSRB, MUX5);
cbi (ADMUX, MUX4);
cbi (ADMUX, MUX3);
cbi (ADMUX, MUX2);
cbi (ADMUX, MUX1);
cbi (ADMUX, MUX0);

//Setup for ADC Free-Running Mode
sbi (ADCSRA, ADEN); //Set ADC Enable Bit to 1, Turning on the ADC
sbi (ADCSRA, ADATE); //Set ADC Auto-Trigger Enable Bit to 1, Turning on Free-Running Mode
sbi (ADCSRA, ADIE); //Set ADC Interrupt Enable Bit to 1, Turning on ADC Interrupts
cbi (ADCSRB, ADTS2); //Set ADC Timers to Free-Running Mode (ADTS Changes, All to 0)
cbi (ADCSRB, ADTS1);
cbi (ADCSRB, ADTS0);
//***SD Card Setup Code***
//Make Sure Old File is Gone
sd.remove("Test.bin");
//Initialize Chip Select Pins
pinMode(10, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(10, HIGH);
pinMode(53, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(53, HIGH);
//Start Serial Comms. for Checking SD Card
Serial.begin(115200);
while(!Serial) //Wait for Serial Communications to Begin
{;}
if (!sd.begin(10))
{
Serial.println (F("There was an error in connecting to the SD Card..."));
RunProgram = 0;
}
else
{
Serial.println(F("sd.begin worked, connection to SD Card established."));
RunProgram = 1;
}
if(!DataFile.open("Test.bin", O_CREAT | O_WRITE))
{
Serial.println(F("Could not open test file..."));
RunProgram = 0;
}
else
{
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Serial.println(F("Able to successfully open test file."));
DataFile.close();
}
//Set SPI Communication to SD Card at Fastest Speed (4MHz)
cbi (SPCR, SPI2X);
cbi (SPCR, SPR1);
cbi (SPCR, SPR0);
//***RTC Setup Code***
if (!rtc.begin())
{
Serial.println(F("Couldn't find RTC"));
RunProgram = 0;
}
else
{
Serial.println(F("Successfully connected to RTC"));
}
if (!rtc.initialized()) {
Serial.println(F("RTC is NOT running! Setting time now..."));
// Following line sets the RTC to the date & time this sketch was compiled
rtc.adjust(DateTime(F(__DATE__), F(__TIME__)));
}
//***RTC Second Interrupt Routine Setup (Function "MarkSecond")
pinMode(2, INPUT_PULLUP);
attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(2), MarkSecond, RISING);
rtc.writeSqwPinMode(6); //Tells RTC to send a square wave with 1Hz frequency (width is 500ms)
//***Initialize Test Variables***
BuffSelect = 0; //Start with Buffer 0, will alternate with Buffer 1
SDSelect = 0;
i = 0; //Set Seconds Counter to 0
CurrentTime = 0;
MarkNewSecond = 0;
SampleCount = 0;
MissedSamples = 0;
//Set Buffer Counters to 0
a = 0;
b = 0;
c = 0;
d = 0;
CreateHeader();
NewFile();
/*DateTime now = rtc.now();
StartTime = now.second(); //Initialize StartTime to End of Setup Loop*/
sbi (ADCSRA, ADSC); //Start First Conversion, Let Free-Running Mode Go Freeeee!
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}
//Main Function that Loops after Setup in Complete
void loop()
{
if(RunProgram == 1) //If Setup Was Successful, RunProgram will be 1 and allow Desired Loop to Run
{
//Check to See if Program has Finished Predetermined RunTime
/*if(i >= RunTime) //If Predetermined Test RunTime is met, Ends Main Loop
{
RunProgram = 0;
return;
}*/
//Check to See if 2 Minutes Have Passed and It's Time for a New File
if(i >= CurrentTime+120)
{
NewFile();
CurrentTime = i;
a = 0;
b = 0;
c = 0;
d = 0;
}
//Check if Buffers are full
if(a >= 511 && SDSelect == 0) //If Buffer 0 is full (256 samples taken), write to DataFile
{
uint32_t T1 = micros();
DataFile.write(BUFF0, 512); //Write to file
DataFile.flush();
//Save what was just written
uint32_t T2 = micros();
Serial.println(T2 - T1);
SDSelect++;
a = 0;
//Reset Counter for buffer0
}
else if(b >= 511 && SDSelect == 1) //Otherwise check Buffer 1; if full, write to DataFile
{
uint32_t T1 = micros();
DataFile.write(BUFF1, 512);
DataFile.flush();
uint32_t T2 = micros();
Serial.println(T2 - T1);
SDSelect++;
b = 0;
}
else if(c >= 511 && SDSelect == 2) //If Buffer2 is selected and full, write to SD card
{
uint32_t T1 = micros();
DataFile.write(BUFF2, 512);
DataFile.flush();
uint32_t T2 = micros();
Serial.println(T2 - T1);
SDSelect++;
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c = 0;
}
else if(d >= 511 && SDSelect == 3) //If Buffer3 is selected and full, write to SD card
{
uint32_t T1 = micros();
DataFile.write(BUFF3, 512);
DataFile.flush();
uint32_t T2 = micros();
Serial.println(T2 - T1);
SDSelect = 0;
d = 0;
}
}
else //If RunProgram = 0, then End Communciations and Shut-Off ADC
{
cbi (ADCSRA, ADEN); //Turn Off ADC
detachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(2));
DataFile.close();
Serial.print("Samples missed in 2 minutes: ");
Serial.println(MissedSamples);
Serial.println(F("Done"));
Serial.end();
return;
}
}
//Interrupt Routine for ADC Completed Conversion
ISR(ADC_vect)
{
//Read Values From ADC Registers
uint8_t ADCval1 = ADCL;
uint8_t ADCval2 = ADCH;
if(MarkNewSecond == 1)
{
ADCval2 += 1<<7;
MarkNewSecond = 0;
}
//If Buffer Select = 0, Store to Buffer 0
if(BuffSelect == 0 && a< 512)
{
//Store Time and ADC value in Buffer as a 2 byte integer
BUFF0[a] = ADCval2; //Store ADCH and time bits in Buffer space
a++; //Increase count of how many samples are in buffer
BUFF0[a] = ADCval1; //Store ADCL bits in next Buffer space
a++;
if(a == 512)
{
BuffSelect = 1;
}
//***Note, this is big-endian format, as most significant bit in sample is stored first***
}
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else if (BuffSelect == 1 && b < 512) //Otherwise Store in Buffer1
{
//Store Time and ADC value in Buffer as a 2 byte integer
BUFF1[b] = ADCval2; //Store ADCH and time bits in Buffer space
b++; //Increase count of how many samples are in buffer
BUFF1[b] = ADCval1; //Store ADCL bits in next Buffer space
b++;
if(b == 512)
{
BuffSelect = 2;
}
}
else if (BuffSelect == 2 && c < 512) //Otherwise Store in Buffer2
{
//Store Time and ADC value in Buffer as a 2 byte integer
BUFF2[c] = ADCval2; //Store ADCH and time bits in Buffer space
c++; //Increase count of how many samples are in buffer
BUFF2[c] = ADCval1; //Store ADCL bits in next Buffer space
c++;
if(c == 512)
{
BuffSelect = 3;
}
}
else if (BuffSelect == 3 && d < 512) //Otherwise Store in Buffer3
{
//Store Time and ADC value in Buffer as a 2 byte integer
BUFF3[d] = ADCval2; //Store ADCH and time bits in Buffer space
d++; //Increase count of how many samples are in buffer
BUFF3[d] = ADCval1; //Store ADCL bits in next Buffer space
d++;
if(d == 512)
{
BuffSelect = 0;
}
}
else
{
MissedSamples++;
}
}
void MarkSecond()
{
MarkNewSecond = 1;
i++;
}
void NewFile()
{
//Disable Interrupts So Data is in the Proper File
cbi(ADCSRA, ADIE);
detachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(2));
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//Close Old File
DataFile.close();
//Read RTC to Get Time and Date, then Use that to Make a New File with Dated Name
DateTime now = rtc.now();
String FILENAME = "";
int DAY = now.day();
int HOUR = now.hour();
int MINUTE = now.minute();
int SECOND = now.second();
if (DAY < 10)
{
FILENAME += '0';
}
FILENAME += DAY;
if (HOUR < 10)
{
FILENAME += '0';
}
FILENAME += HOUR;
if (MINUTE < 10)
{
FILENAME += '0';
}
FILENAME += MINUTE;
if (SECOND < 10)
{
FILENAME += '0';
}
FILENAME += SECOND;
FILENAME += ".bin";
int StrLength = FILENAME.length() + 1;
char FileName[StrLength];
FILENAME.toCharArray(FileName, StrLength);
//Open New File
DataFile.open(FileName, O_CREAT | O_WRITE);
delay(1);
//Re-allow Interrupts, Resume Taking Data
sbi(ADCSRA, ADIE);
attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(2), MarkSecond, RISING);
}
void CreateHeader()
{
DateTime now = rtc.now();
//Create Variable Header Filename FILENAME in .txt format based on time of header creation
String FILENAME = "_";
int YEAR = now.year();
int MONTH = now.month();
int DAY = now.day();
int HOUR = now.hour();
if (YEAR < 10)
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{
FILENAME += '0';
}
FILENAME += YEAR;
if (MONTH < 10)
{
FILENAME += '0';
}
FILENAME += MONTH;
if (DAY < 10)
{
FILENAME += '0';
}
FILENAME += DAY;
if (HOUR < 10)
{
FILENAME += '0';
}
FILENAME += HOUR;
FILENAME += ".txt";
int StrLength = FILENAME.length() + 1;
char HeaderName[StrLength];
FILENAME.toCharArray(HeaderName, StrLength);
//Open Header File
DataFile.open(HeaderName, O_CREAT | O_WRITE);
DataFile.println("Arduino EFM Project Sensor");
DataFile.println("Created by Tyler Welty and Dr. Phillip Bitzer");
DataFile.println("Under funding of the University of Alabama in Huntsville");
DataFile.println("");
DataFile.println("Sensor Information:");
DataFile.println("Sensor #0");
DataFile.print("Data of Test Start: ");
DataFile.print(now.month(), DEC);
DataFile.print("-");
DataFile.print(now.day(), DEC);
DataFile.print("-");
DataFile.println(now.year(), DEC);
DataFile.print("Time of Test Start: ");
DataFile.print(now.hour(), DEC);
DataFile.print(":");
DataFile.print(now.minute(), DEC);
DataFile.print(":");
DataFile.println(now.second(), DEC);
//***Make sure now function is always current time***
DataFile.close();
}
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Appendix B: Arduino EFM Python Post-Processing Code
# Arduino EFM Post-Processing Code
# Made by Tyler Welty Summer 2017 under Dr. Phillip Bitzer
#
Funded by the University of Alabama in Huntsville
"""The purpose of this code is to process data from the Arduino EFM project sensor
and manipulate the data in user-friendly ways. In addition to data manipulation,
this code also contains functions to perform other necessary digital actions relating
to the sensor, such as pre-writing data files and clearing memory.
Created on Wed Jul 5 13:05:40 2017, Last Updated on """
#Necessary Header Files
import sys
import struct
import time
import os
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
#import scipy.signal as signal
from scipy.signal import butter, lfilter, freqz, iirfilter
def ProcessData(fBinPath, Gain):
StartTime = time.time() #For Recording How Long Function Takes
fBin = open(fBinPath, 'rb') #Open User Specified Binary File in Read in Binary Mode
data = fBin.read() #Read in Whole User Specified File
fBin.seek(0) #Go Back to Start of File
i = int(len(data)/2) #Measure How Many Samples are in Data Set (number of bytes/2) ***Change to 3
or 4 when needed
"""i = int(len(data)/4)"""
fBin.seek(0)
#Initialize Lists
IntTupleList = [] #List to Store Samples Directly from Binary File
VoltValue = [] #List for ADC Values
TimeValue = []
#Read in 2 Byte Samples from IntTupleList and Store in More Useable IntList
for sample in range(i):
IntTupleList.append(struct.unpack(">H", fBin.read(2))) #Reading in and Storing 2 Byte Samples
#***For Reading in 4 Bytes,similar to 2 bytes
"""IntTupleList.append(struct.unpack(">H", fBin.read(4)))"""
IntList = [x[0] for x in IntTupleList] #Converting IntTupleList (a list of tuples) into IntList (a list of ints)
PrevT = 0
SampleCount = 0
#Convert IntList Values into ADC Values in ADCvalue list and Time Difference Between Samples in
TimeValue list
for sample in range(i):
if(IntList[sample]>1023):
if(SampleCount == 0): #bandaid -> fix at some point
SampleCount = 1
AvgTSample = 1000000/SampleCount
for samp in range(SampleCount):
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TimeValue.append(int(AvgTSample+PrevT))
PrevT += AvgTSample
SampleCount = 0
elif(sample == i-1):
SampleCount+=1
AvgTSample = 1000000/SampleCount
for samp in range(SampleCount):
TimeValue.append(int(AvgTSample+PrevT))
PrevT += AvgTSample
SampleCount = 0
VoltValue.append(((((IntList[sample]&1023)/1024)*5)-2.5)*(1/Gain))
SampleCount += 1
#Close Files and Wrap Things Up Nice and Tidy
fBin.close()
#fDec.close()
EndTime = time.time() #End Time of Function
#End Message
print ("\nData Successfully Processed. Function took ", EndTime-StartTime, "seconds to
complete...\n\n\n")
return VoltValue, TimeValue, IntList

def GraphData(TimeValue, VoltageValue):
plt.plot(TimeValue, VoltageValue)
#For Data With Mark New Seconds Information in them
"""TimePassed = []
i = int(len(TimeValue))
TimeSum = 0
for sample in range(i):
if (TimeValue[sample]%1000000) == 0:
TimePassed.append(TimeValue[sample])
TimeSum = TimeValue[sample]
else:
TimePassed.append(TimeValue[sample]+TimeSum)
plt.plot(ADCvalue, TimePassed)
return TimePassed"""
#Use to sum and note when new seconds occur; NEEDS WORK***
def PrewriteSD(fSDwritePath, FileLength):
#File and Function Setup
StartTime = time.time() #Start Time of Function Action to Record Function Length
fSDwrite = open(fSDwritePath, 'wb') #Open New File in User Prompted Place
fSDwrite.seek(0) #Make Sure at Top of File
BlankData = bytes(1) #Initialize a Variable to 1 Byte of All Zero
for sample in range(int(FileLength)): #Write Bytes of Zero To Fill User Specified File Lenght
fSDwrite.write(BlankData)
fSDwrite.close() #Close File
EndTime = time.time() #Measure End Time of Function for Determining Length
#End Message
print ("\nBlank File Ready for SD Use. Function took ", EndTime-StartTime, "seconds to
complete...\n\n\n")
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def FilterData(VoltageValue, Order, cutoff, SampleRate):
#Credit for this part of the filter code goes to Warren Weckesser
#Order = 5
#nyq = 0.5*19200
nyq = 0.5*SampleRate
#cutoff = 9500
normal_cutoff = cutoff/nyq
b, a = butter(Order, normal_cutoff, btype='low', analog=False)
NewVoltageValue = lfilter(b, a, VoltageValue)
return NewVoltageValue
def BandPassFilter(VoltageValue, Order, LowCutoff, HighCutoff, SampleRate): #Allows only frequencies
between low and high through
nyq = 0.5*SampleRate
Low = LowCutoff/nyq
High = HighCutoff/nyq
b, a = butter(Order, [Low, High], btype='band')
NewVoltageValue = lfilter(b, a, VoltageValue)
return NewVoltageValue
def NotchFilter(VoltageValue, Order, LowCutoff, HighCutoff, SampleRate): #Blocks a specific band in
the data
nyq = 0.5*SampleRate
Low = LowCutoff/nyq
High = HighCutoff/nyq
b, a = butter(Order, [Low, High], btype='bandstop')
NewVoltageValue = lfilter(b, a, VoltageValue)
return NewVoltageValue

print("Welcome to the Arduino EFM Project Software,\nDeveloped in Partnership Between Tyler Welty
and Dr. Phillip Bitzer\nunder funding from the University of Alabama in Huntsville.\n\n")
print("The following functions are available for use: \n")
print("1) ProcessData(FileName and Path, Gain), returns Voltage Value, Time Value, and Raw Data in
decimal\n")
print("2) GraphData(TimeValue, VoltageValue), plots ADCval vs TimeVal\n")
print("3) PrewriteSD(FileName and Path, FileLength), creates blank file of desired size\n")
print("4) FilterData(VoltageValue, Order, cutoff, SampleRate), returns a filtered voltage from desired order
and cutoff freq.\n")
print("\nFor further information on how to use this software or how the functions work,\nplease consult the
readme provided with this software.\n")
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Appendix C: Further Information and Contacts

If you have any questions, comments, issues, or concerns about the sensor, please contact:
Tyler Welty – Main Sensor Developer
515-864-8608 (Call or Text, Explain Purpose of Contact)
tjw0024@uah.edu, tylerwelty43@gmail.com, or Tyler.Welty@ttu.edu

Dr. Phillip Bitzer – Project Mentor and HAMMA Developer
bitzerp@uah.edu

The Arduino EFM project was developed with funding from the Honors College and
Atmospheric Science Departments at the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). If the
above contacts do not respond, try contacting the Atmospheric Science Department,
Honors College, or the current lighting/electronics research group at UAH for further
information. In addition to this research document, a manual was produced detailing the
construction and operation of the early version of the sensor. For access to that manual,
simply contact the individuals above.

